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Finding the ‘Best of the Best’ in Coffee 
Tips for Finding Perfect Cuppa Java... 

 

There’s coffee and THERE IS COFFEE!  It’s likely you 

know about the generic quality coffees you find in 

supermarkets, blasé tasting Robusta coffees that deaden 

the senses. In contrast, gourmet coffee offers a 

reinvigorated coffee experience, thanks to its superior 

grade, high altitude, shade grown Arabica bean.   

 

Why would you consider buying the more expensive gourmet bean over those convenient 

supermarket brands? With all the coffee currently proliferating the market, how can you 

tell a true cuppa java? Here’s how to siphon out the crème de la crème of gourmet coffee 

beans to purchase. 

 

It’s all about taste. Nowadays, coffee has become a drink of the gods…and the experts. It has 

evolved from pure consumption into shear experiential joy. Gourmet coffee moments brew 

more than just the mere drink. They’re moments of reflection—consistent of subtle hints 

and nuances of flavor swerving about the palate. And they relate, directly, to some very 

unique qualities, which identifies the bean’s unique origin. You as a coffee drinker can now 
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begin to explore and discover some flavorful undertones that identify your coffee’s region. 

More importantly, you can begin to revel in the particular tones of the coffee bean itself, as 

it is defined by the specific hill and farm where it’s grown. Gourmet CoffeeXpress hand 

picks the beans that best represent the region of origin, and can help you to identify the 

profile of flavors that characterize your coffee. 

 

 

What’s brewing? 

 

Coffee, until recent-times, has been what’s 

termed, a commodity beverage—a basically 

inexpensive bean that speaks no louder to the 

palate than a yawn at wake-up time. Within the 

last decade a renewed generation of coffee has 

emerged, reinvigorating the industry as it offers 

a variety of beans that are all unique in flavor experiences. What makes specialty coffee so 

interesting is that it has brought to life this splendid ability to now define every bean by its 

distinctive characteristics, as none taste exactly alike. Although specialty coffee 

consumption has gained massive popularity worldwide, there still seems to exist two 

separate and different drink preferences amongst coffee consumers—and that is the coffee 

drinker…and the coffee lover!   

 

There’s a world of difference between the experience of consuming a cup of commodity 

coffee and that of drinking a premium roasted cup. Commodity coffee standards have been 

based more on market prices than on fair trade. These mainstream coffees are 

conventional and, essentially, standardized and undifferentiated in flavor, since the beans 

are inexpensive, irregular, low grade and usually a mix of beans derived from a variety of 

coffee bean farms. Your coffee experience, hence, is one lost in a bulk-purchased brew—

chock-full of defective beans utilized for minimized cost, with as little information disclosed 

as possible about the coffee.  
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Specialty coffee, on the other hand, is the revitalization of the art of coffee cultivation—

focused on roasting and preparing a beverage of superior flavor, and motivated by an 

unmatchable drinking experience. Rather than the homogeneous standards of the 

mainstream coffee industry, the value of artisan coffee beans is associated, instead, with an 

array of experiential attributes. Specialty coffee equates to you daily awakening experience 

transformed by the heritage of the wine industry. This means that each individual cup is 

appreciated for its characteristic sensory attributes—consistent of its aroma, flavor, and 

body. Artisan coffee beans are like fingerprints, each expressing its identifiable traits. These 

coffees are additionally classified and savored for external attributes, such as ethical Fair 

Trade values, the bean’s rating and ranking, country of coffee origin, and farm reputation. 

Gourmet CoffeeeXpress offers a vast selection of these world-class beans to allow you to 

explore to find your favorite cup of java.  

 

 

So-what about the bean??? 

 

You’ve obviously noticed a wide variance in prices 

amongst coffees you locate in supermarkets, in 

comparison to the cup you drank at the cafe. You may 

have noticed, as well, that even prices amongst specialty 

coffees greatly vary. Have you ever wondered why? 

 

Coffee prices range in intrinsic value due to bean quality. 

This plays a major role on the price of a coffee. The higher quality beans, of course, 

command a greater price. The International Trade Centre UNCTAD/WTO rates beans by 

the following quality factors:   

 

 Mainstream-quality coffee beans consist of average quality, visually imperfect 

beans offering a non-impressive cup. Mainstream coffees are usually lower-quality 

‘Robusta’ beans, which contrast reputed ‘Arabica’ beans—Robusta are mass 

produced with a harsh taste. Arabica beans are high altitude-grown, with a wider 

taste-range, priced higher. Conventional, mainstream beans are uneven sized (that 
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roast at different rates to give an uneven flavor), and thus, are lower priced. These 

are generally affected by the commodity price-market. 

 Premium-brand coffees that you find produced by multinational coffee companies 

tend to be well-presented, but still, not visually-perfect. This includes a high 

percentage of today’s specialty-coffee selections.   

 Lastly, top-range beans are Exemplary quality beans and priced highest, as they 

offer the best intrinsic value and the purest of flavor. These are Artisan, small-estate 

coffees with origin names, extraordinarily presented—true-niche coffees—as they 

are imported from micro-farms and sold to up-market shops. It’s the beans that 

you’ll find at Gourmet CoffeeXpress. 

 

Additional to bean-value, there are macro-environmentally related causes of price 

variation. Local economic costs affect price levels, including labor costs—normally prices 

are higher in countries where labor costs are also high. Seasonal weather and other 

environmental conditions also affect price, because these affect abundance. And of course, 

supply and demand play a role in variations in price. For example, the success in popularity 

of the rare Panama Geisha bean, used in the La Esmeralda Estate coffee, has escalated its 

cost for roasters buying at auction. The result is a price of as much as $60 for a 10-oz. bag.  

 

Coffee Cupping: Defining Coffee by its “Underlying Flavors”  

 

Coffee roasters and retailer found on the internet or in retail 

shops, all feature a chosen selection of world regional coffee 

varietals. Some retailers prefer to standardize the selection. 

This entails purchasing annually from the same contracted 

group of farmers. This can be beneficial, because it allows 

you to return again and again to purchase your favorite 

coffee beans. On the other hand, because seasonal 

conditions change yearly, so do the quality of the beans. 

Therefore, there is no guarantee the incredible beans you purchased for last year’s morning 

brew will taste quite as good this year. 
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Those super-size specialty coffee chains bragging so much of their coffee supremacy, have a 

definite disadvantage. Massive chains are required to fulfill coffee supply needs for a mega 

number of retail outlets.  Although they may purchase ‘premium-style’ coffees from Fair 

Trade farmers, their huge demands to supply all their stores requires a specifically larger 

coffee supplier, thus hindering their variety options. Farmers that can supply these chains, 

must therefore be large enough to satisfy their volume needs. This eliminates the ability for 

the coffee chain to carry beans from the small artisan farmer.  

 

Artisan coffee retailers like Gourmet CoffeeXpress, on the 

other hand, are small enough to be able to purchase in minute 

quantity, offering them the advantage to purchase beans in 

micro-batches from tiny estate farmers. This also enables the 

small roaster to shop around for this year’s finest quality and 

flavored coffee beans. For the coffee lover, this means a wider 

selection and a finer tasting coffee. 

 

In addition, there is a limited number of coffee roasters who 

are known to travel down the Exemplary coffee bean route. These roasters spend much of 

their time traveling internationally, visiting and sampling the beans of farmers in each 

coffee region. Then they independently assess the beans they source for optimal flavor, 

aftertaste, body, aroma and other characteristic notes. They do this by cupping. This is 

identical to wine tasting but instead of sipping from the goblet, they sample hot coffee from 

a cup. Here they define each sensory nuance to build a specific flavor profile of the coffee. 

These roasters purchase what they consider to be the finest of the region’s beans, 

exclusively from the farmer that has produced the best lot considering the conditions of 

that particular year. Lots are shipped home to offer a seasonal limited edition, which 

changes annually.  Interestingly they may bypass one farmer for a better tasting coffee from 

the farm next door. This is why at Gourmet CoffeeXpress you’ll find, perhaps a Cerro Paldo 

coffee, sourced from Costa Rica one year and La Minita, in another. 

 

Before purchasing any bean, the finest roaster tastes and tests the beans of various farmers 

within a region to grade, assess and compare. Coffee Cupping or Coffee Tasting entails 
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professionals known as Master Tasters to assess the coffee. This procedure involves the 

activity of deeply sniffing a cup of brewed coffee, then loudly slurping the coffee so that it 

draws in air, spreads to the back of the tongue, and maximizes the coffee’s flavor.  

 

Master Tasters, akin to wine tasters, attempt to measure in fine detail, specific aspects of 

the coffee’s taste, and to build a profile.  This assessment includes measurement of body 

(the texture or mouth-feel, such as oiliness), acidity (a sharp and tangy feeling, like when 

biting into an orange), and balance (the innuendo and the harmony of flavors working 

together). Since coffee beans embody telltale flavors from their region or continent of their 

origin, cuppers may also attempt to predict where the coffee was grown. 

 

There is an infinite range of vocabulary that is used to describe flavors found in coffee. 

Descriptors range from the familiar (chocolaty, sweet, fruity, woody), to the conceptual 

(clean, vibrant, sturdy) to the wildly esoteric (summery, racy, gentlemanly). 
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Key Characteristics 

Following are a few key characteristics as defined by Coffee Geek. 

 

Acidity 

The brightness or sharpness of coffee: It is through the acidity that many of the most 

intriguing fruit and floral flavors are delivered, and is usually the most scrutinized 

characteristic of the coffee. Acidity can be intense or mild, round or edgy, elegant or wild, 

and everything in between. Usually the acidity is best evaluated once the coffee has cooled 

slightly to a warm/lukewarm temperature. Tasting a coffee from Sumatra next to one from 

Kenya is a good way to begin to understand acidity. 

 

Body - This is sometimes referred to as “mouth-feel”. The body is the sense of weight or 

heaviness that the coffee exerts in the mouth, and can be very difficult for beginning 

cuppers to identify. It is useful to think about the viscosity or thickness of the coffee, and 

concentrate on degree to which the coffee has a physical presence. Cupping a Sulawesi 

versus a Mexican coffee can illustrate the range of body quite clearly. 

 

Sweetness - One of the most important elements in coffee, sweetness often separates the 

great from the good. Even the most intensely acidic coffees are lush and refreshing when 

there is enough sweetness to provide balance and ease the finish. Think of 

lemonade…starting with just water and lemon juice, one can add sugar until the level of 

sweetness achieves harmony with the tart citric flavor. It is the same with coffee, the 

sweetness is critical to allowing the other tastes to flourish and be appreciated. 
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Finish - While first impressions are powerful, it is often the last impression that has the 

most impact. With coffee the finish (or aftertaste) is of great importance to the overall 

quality of the tasting experience, as it will linger long after the coffee has been swallowed. 

Like a great story, a great cup of coffee needs a purposeful resolution. The ideal finish is one 

that is clean (free of distraction), sweet, and refreshing with enough endurance to carry the 

flavor for 10-15 seconds after swallowing. A champion finish will affirm with great clarity 

the principal flavor of the coffee, holding it aloft with grace and confidence like a singer 

carries the final note of a song and then trailing off into a serene silence. 

 

Regional Notes 

There tend to be four dominant flavor palates and the world’s regions each have a 

tendency to fall into one of these four. 

 Central & South America  

These coffees taste either sweet or winey. The winey taste stems from the richer 

acidity of the coffee.   

 Indonesia   

These coffees tend toward the smoother flavor with a lower acidity. 

 Africa  

These coffees tend toward a bolder cup with higher acidity. Sometimes classified as 

wild.  
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Finding the Coffee that fits your Style 

 

What sorts of coffees do you prefer? Everyone seems to 

find a certain flavor profile most likable to their taste. 

Once you know that taste preference, you might enjoy 

an exploration of some of the coffees grown throughout 

different regions of the world. Please allow us to be your 

guide...enjoy the adventure!  

 

(CLICK HERE for more information) 

 

"I love my coffee…Strong"  

"Strong coffee" can mean several things…dark color, a robust aroma or a smooth yet full 

body and flavor. 

Dark color  

 French Roast- The darkest of the roasts, offering you an intense cup with a rich 

lingering flavor.  

 Marrakech- dark coffees sourced from western Morocco roasted to velvety 

standards that create a complex hearty cup with a spicy aftertaste.  

 Kenya- A dark roast assuring a sharp acidity, a stoic solid body and smooth winy 

penetrating flavor. (Characterized: Winey/Bold Body/High Acidity)  

Robust aroma  

 Guatamala- Aromatic and fragrant with a medium body. Offering a unique smoky 

flavor is well balanced with the "spicy twist". (Characterized: Winey/Light 

Body/High Acidity)  

Smooth and Full  

 Sumatra- Expect a low-key acidity and a heavy, almost syrupy, body with a 

concentrated and complex flavor. (Characterized: Smooth/Heavy Body/Low 

Acidity)  

 Panama- Complex flavors, medium – Volcanic soil grown with bold intensity and 

incredible clarity and brightness. (Characterized: Smooth/Heavy Body/Low Acidity)  

 

http://www.gourmetcoffeexpress.com/seyocobych.html
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"I love my coffee…Mild" 

 Galapagos- Organic, Rare and Exotic flavor with a delightful, medium body, 

balanced, coffee with an intriguing finish. (Characterized: Sweet/Light Body/Low 

Acidity)  

 Mexico- Enjoy a medium body, a fine acidity, and a satisfying flavor that is mild and 

sweet with a wonderful bouquet. (Characterized: Sweet/Light Body/Low Acidity) 

 Brazil- Experience a low acidic, light bodied brew, with a pleasant aroma and a 

mild, smooth flavor. (Characterized: Sweet/Light Body/Low Acidity)  

 

 

Coffee Buying Caveat 

Buying coffee simply by name instead of by taste from your favorite roaster (in other 

words buying the same Columbian Supreme from the same ”Joe’s Cuppa Joe Roaster”) 

definitely has its pitfall!  According to Coffee Review, “Next year's Clever-Name-Coffee 

Company's house blend may be radically different from this year's blend, despite bearing 

the same name and label. The particularly skillful coffee buyer or roaster who helped 

create the coffee you and I liked so much may have gotten hired elsewhere. Rain may have 

spoiled the crop of a key coffee in the blend. The exporter or importer of that key coffee 

may have gone out of 

business or gotten 

careless. And even if 

everyone (plus the 

weather) did exactly 

the same thing they 

(and it) did the year 

before, the retailer 

this time around may 

have spoiled 

everything by letting 

the coffee go stale 

before you got to it. 
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Or you may have messed things up this year by keeping the coffee around too long, brewing 

it carelessly, or allowing a friend to pour hazelnut syrup into it.” 

 

Your savvy coffee-buying alternative is to look for roasters, like those at Gourmet 

CoffeeXpress, who buy their beans in Micro-Lots- smaller (sometimes tiny) lots of subtly 

distinctive specialty coffees. According to Coffee Review, “These coffee buyers buy small 

quantities of coffee from a single crop and single place, often a single hillside, and are sold 

not on the basis of consistency or brand, but as an opportunity to experience the flavor 

associated with a unique moment in time and space and the dedication of a single farmer or 

group of farmers.” 

 

Coffee Review: Coffee Ratings 

 

And finally, look out for the very small 

community coffee roasters that will submit 

their coffees to be 3rd-party evaluated by 

Coffee Review and other competitions for 

independent analysis and rating. Coffee 

Review regularly conducts blind, expert 

cuppings of coffees and then reports the 

findings in the form of 100-point reviews to 

coffee buyers. These valuable Overall Ratings can provide you with a summary assessment 

of the reviewed coffees. They are based on a scale of 50 to 100. You can find a collection of 

these high rated coffees exclusively at Gourmet CoffeeXpress.   (CLICK HERE for more info) 

 

For a certain premium purchase 

To find the coffee that will allow you to find the flavor you like most, look for the coffees 

that offer flavor profiles. Try out a coffee. You may not prefer the flavor of certain region or 

profiles. For example a coffee may taste too light, or too wild. Or it might be too dark or too 

robust. Once you locate the profile that matches your palate, search out coffees that consist 

of similar profiles. 

http://www.gourmetcoffeexpress.com/wohiraco.html
http://www.gourmetcoffeexpress.com/wohiraco.html
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To ascertain good flavor satisfaction, you can seek out beans that been independently 

reviewed and rated. Coffee connoisseurs like yourself have already sampled and offered a 

huge thumbs-up for these coffees. It’s likely you’ll experience the same pleasure. 

 

This approach will, without a doubt offer you the advantage of being able to choose the 

flavor that suits you best in a bean.  What’s more, it gains you certainty in quality due to its 

exemplary rating. The higher the rating, the better the flavor. True premium coffees start 

from the upper 80’s. By finding a roaster that consistently rates within the 90’s, this will 

ultimately buy you the best java for your buck! 
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LIMITED TIME OFFER 

 

With any purchase of $20.00 of Premium Artisan Coffee at Gourmet CoffeeXpress…  

Receive ½-lb. free coffee.  (Type FREE into Gift Message section of your order) 

 

(CLICK HERE for more info) 
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